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**Six Suites for Cello, Suite IV | Johann Sebastian Bach**

J. S. Bach's *Six Cello Suites* are suites composed for unaccompanied cello and are some of the most frequently performed and recognizable solo compositions ever written for cello. *Suite No. 4*, specifically, is one of the most technically demanding of the suites, as E-flat major is an uncomfortable key on the cello and requires many extended left hand positions.

The *Prelude* primarily consists of a difficult flowing quaver movement that leaves room for a cadenza before returning to its original theme.

The very peaceful *Sarabande* is quite obscure about the stressed second beat, which is the basic characteristic of the 3/4 dance, since, in this particular *Sarabande*, almost every first beat contains a chord, whereas the second beat most often doesn't.

The joyful dance movement, *Gigue*, contains many descending sequences and is very difficult technically for the player, and is characterized by a light and frivolous tone.

**Sonata for Cello and Piano in D minor, Op. 40 | Dmitri Shostakovich**

The *Sonata for Cello and Piano in D minor, Op. 40*, was one of Dmitri Shostakovich's early works, composed in 1934 just prior to the censure by Soviet authorities of his music, notably the opera *Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk*, which was deemed too bourgeois and decadent for the Soviet people. It was also a period of emotional turmoil in his life, as he had fallen in love with a young student at a Leningrad festival featuring his *Lady Macbeth*. Their affair resulted in a brief divorce from his wife Nina, and it was in August, during their period of separation, that he wrote the cello sonata, completing it within a few weeks and giving its premiere in Moscow on 25 December with his close friend, the cellist Viktor Kubatsky, who was also the piece's dedicatee.

The first movement contrasts a broad first theme in cello, accompanied by flowing piano arpeggios, developed by the piano towards an intense climax. As tension abates, a ray of light appears with the tender second theme, with unusual tonal shifts, announced by the piano and imitated by the cello. In the development a spiky rhythmic motif penetrates through the flowing textures of the first theme, but soon the gentler second theme reappears. All seems in order, until however, convention is cast aside as Shostakovich introduces an
unusual pianissimo "recapitulation" section where all moves in slow motion, with staccato chords in the piano and sustained notes in the cello.

The second movement has a perpetual motion energy, its thrusting repeated ostinato pattern relentlessly shared while a delicate first theme is presented by piano in widely spaced octaves, a sonority often used by Shostakovich. The cello’s more light-hearted theme is later imitated up in the piano’s brittle high register.
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